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Thank you for being here.

With love, WebWork.

Welcome.



Product Info
What Is WebWork?

WebWork is a time tracking and task management platform. It 
is used by teams of all sizes, from freelancers and start-ups to 
large enterprises. 



Initially a time tracker, WebWork is on its way to becoming an 
all-in-one tool, where teams can organize their tasks, manage 
them, track time spent on them, work with billable contracts, 
communicate via messenger and video calls, and more. 




The Company 
Behind WebWork
Who We Are

WebWork is a US-based software company that has a second 

branch in Armenia.



It was 2016. After trying and testing out different productivity 

tools, the founder Vahagn Sargsyan and his small team had an 

idea. The idea was to create their own tool - WebWork. 



That’s how we decided to create WebWork in a nutshell.



First, it was just a time tracker. Then it grew bigger and bigger. 



Gradually we added app and website usage, activity level 
monitoring, project management, productivity monitoring, task 
management, attendance monitoring, Team Chat, HR tools, 
Video Calls, and soon a payroll system. 



Now it is the biggest product of Evistep and is registered as a 
separate company itself. 



As of now WebWork has over 51K users and costs $4.99 per 
user/month.

51K+ users



“Ever since using WebWork for our team, it has 
been our aim to help others to improve time and 
project management across their team with 
minimum input and in a short time”.



Vahagn Sargsyan, Founder of WebWork



How we describe the need 
for WebWork Time Tracker
As a company and as a team, we value our time. It was the 

driving force behind WebWork and is the cornerstone of 

everything we do.



We believe that time management is one of the key 

components of success. Our own experience has shown how 

important it is to have control over your and your company’s 

time.



It is WebWork’s purpose to help you and your team take your 

time under control. 




WebWork does it by tracking your time and giving you reports of 
where it goes in all detail.



In our experience, tracking time first of all instills a sense of 
responsibility, makes one mindful of their time, and helps 
improve time management skills in the long term.
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Brand Values
Values are an important part of the culture at WebWork. We 
practice them and make sure they extend over the whole 
company environment.

People Aspiration Feedback



At WebWork, we value people the most - 

people who build WebWork and people 

who keep it going.

By placing people above everything else, we also 

form a customer-centric attitude. 

People



At WebWork, we choose to grow as 

individuals and grow the team along 

with us. And then we help other teams 

grow with WebWork.

And then we help other teams grow with WebWork.

to Grow
Aspiration



We like to give it, receive it, and accept it.

Feedback is an essential component at WebWork. 

Except for internal feedback exchange, we also like 

to receive it from the outside - our customers. 



We welcome suggestions on our user-request 

program and improve WebWork accordingly.

Constructive
Feedback



Contact Information

+ 401 388 4316

contact@webwork-tracker.com


